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Expressive E has launched an MPE ecosystem through a first partnership with Kilohearts, makers of the
award-winning softsynth Phase Plant. Based on 10 years of expressive sound design expertise,
Expressive E has worked closely with Kilohearts to bring a no-compromise MPE experience to Phase
Plant by designing 400 expertly-made MPE presets for Phase Plant (only available on expressivee.com).

Bringing genuine expressiveness tomusicianswith the
Phase Plant Expressive Suite

With the Phase Plant Expressive Suite, Expressive E aimed at developing a future standard for
software-based expressiveness. The Suite combines the award-winning synth Phase Plant with a
collection of four MPE sound banks (Delicious, Stripes, and Onirica Vol. 1 & 2), boasting more than 400
rich and diverse sounds expertly crafted by Expressive E.

Electric pianos, acoustic brass & winds, plucks, synth leads & pads, advanced wavetables and other
sounds have all benefited from Phase Plant’s powerful architecture and Expressive E’s sound-design
expertise.

Through deeply interactive controller gestures, musicians and producers will rediscover favorite
instruments and sounds. The Phase Plant Expressive Suite works perfectly with any MPE controller,
including Expressive E Osmose and Ableton Push 3.

▶The sounds of the Phase Plant Expressive Suite

Special introductory price:

The Phase Plant Expressive Suite (400 MPE presets) is available now only on expressivee.com. To
celebrate this release, Expressive E is running a limited intro sale until April 15th, 2024:

● For non-Phase Plant owners
○ as a bundle including Phase Plant $/€99

https://youtu.be/1bhZN7hON6U


● For Phase Plant owners
○ as a sound expansion pack for $/€39
○ as 4 separate 100-preset packs for $/€15 per pack

Phase Plant, a perfect companion for Osmose

We sought to fully exploit Phase Plant’s advanced modulation system and diversified synthesis abilities to
develop a vast library of presets, all offering an unprecedented level of sound-gesture interaction to
unlock new, complementary textures for Osmose users.

As Kilohearts’ CEO Per Salbark explained below, both firms have worked closely to push the limits of
musical expressiveness and make Osmose the perfect Phase Plant companion.

"The Osmose is fantastic! The freedom of expression it gives fits perfectly into Kilohearts' design
philosophy. We are so happy to work with Expressive E to bring Osmose owners even more ways to
combine hardware and software in search of the perfect sound!"

Musicians can learn more about the sound-design philosophy behind the Phase Plant Expressive Suite
and how to use it with Osmose on YouTube.

▶Overview video

Videos to learnMPE sound design easily
Using Phase Plant’s interactive and playful interface, Expressive E has just released two videos about
MPE sound-design principles and the logical steps behind the creation of MPE patches with Phase Plant.

For Expressive E, MPE opens the gate for new sound-design approaches that are a joy to discover and
explore. Check out this series of short video recipes to learn how we forged some of our favorite presets.

▶ Tutorial video playlist

Redeem reviewNFRs
Please send a mail to a.dalier@expressivee.com w/ “PPES Review NFR Request” as a subject line.

Useful links

● Phase Plant Expressive Suite webpage →
https://expressivee.com/109-phase-plant-expressive-suite

● Osmose webpage → https://www.expressivee.com/2-osmose
● Phase Plant webpage → https://kilohearts.com/products/phase_plant
● Expressive E social media → https://linktr.ee/expressivee
● Kilohearts social media → https://linktr.ee/kilohearts

https://youtu.be/K4CMyVqXFq0
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLp2-AmX_zKfpBtKNUMKEA5k0c9-C7baHf
mailto:a.dalier@expressivee.com
https://expressivee.com/109-phase-plant-expressive-suite
https://www.expressivee.com/2-osmose
https://kilohearts.com/products/phase_plant
https://linktr.ee/expressivee
https://linktr.ee/kilohearts


Videos

● All Phase Plant Expressive Suite videos playlist →
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLp2-AmX_zKfrAAceSXJBJE6rNCHCwMUuQ

● Overview Video → https://youtu.be/K4CMyVqXFq0
● MPE Preset Demos → https://youtu.be/1bhZN7hON6U
● Saxophone MPE Preset Recipe (Tutorial) → https://youtu.be/pokduxvWLy0
● Soundscape MPE Preset Recipe (Tutorial) → https://youtu.be/G1Xt5xOKCrQ
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About Expressive E

Expressive E is a French electronic instrument manufacturer, whose mission is to reinvent the way
musicians interact with sound by creating a much more playful and powerful music-making
experience. Their goal is to forge a seamless connection between artists and their instruments.

The firm is all about music tech innovation: It has created the gesture-reactive Touché MIDI controller
range—made to control and interact with both in-house innovative synthesizers such as Imagine or Noisy
and third-party gear. Its first standalone hardware synthesizer, Osmose, sets a new standard for music
and keyboard expressivity. It is an easy-to-use electronic instrument that unlocks new ways to control
sound via familiar gestures (press, bend, shake, and more). Osmose provides multidimensional control of
each note while respecting the player’s original keyboard skills.

About Kilohearts

Kilohearts’ ecosystem of plugins, with Phase Plant as the centerpiece, has become a staple in the
sound-design world for its modularity and freedom to experiment. The rock-solid MPE support lets users
get the most out of their controllers, such as the Osmose.

The company was founded in 2011 and is based in Linköping, Sweden.
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